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Abstract: Objective: This study aims to investigate the clinical efficacy of ticagrelor in patients who underwent emergency percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) for acute myocardial infarction (AMI), and its impact on platelet aggregation rate. Methods: A total of 257 AMI patients who underwent emergency PCI in our hospital were included in
the present study. These patients were randomly divided into two groups: ticagrelor group (n = 129), patients took
180 mg of ticagrelor (qd) before the intervention, and subsequently took 90 mg of ticagrelor (bid) for maintenance;
clopidogrel group (n = 128), patients took 300 mg of clopidogrel (qd) before PCI, and subsequently took 75 mg of
clopidogrel (qd) for maintenance. Patients in both groups took 100 mg of aspirin. The major adverse cardiovascular
events (MACE) within one year, changes in LVEF and LVEDD, platelet aggregation rate and drug safety before PCI
and at one week and 30 days after PCI were observed in these two groups. Results: The differences in baseline
data between these two groups were not statistically significant. Within one year after the intervention, in the ticagrelor group, the total incidence of MACE was lower (P < 0.05), LVEF and LVEDD was improved (P < 0.05), and
the decrease in platelet aggregation rate after the intervention was more significant (P < 0.05). Furthermore, the
incidence of bleeding events was higher in the ticagrelor group than in the clopidogrel group (P < 0.05). Conclusions:
Compared with clopidogrel, ticagrelor decreases the incidence of adverse cardiovascular events in AMI patients who
underwent emergency PCI, does better in improving the fluctuation level of LVEF and LVEDD, and strongly inhibits
platelet aggregation. Some patients encountered adverse drug events, but drug withdrawal or medication change
did not occur.
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Introduction
The prevalence of cardiovascular disease in
China has an increasing trend. In 2015, among
the causes of disease-related deaths in urban
and rural residents, vascular disease ranked at
the top [1]. Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is
the first cause of death due to cardiovascular
disease [2]. Direct percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI) is the first choice of reperfusion therapy for AMI patients within 12 hours
after onset. Lancet suggests that direct PCI is
the most effective treatment to reduce the
mortality of patients with ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction (STEMI). Since thrombi
easily form during the operation, antiplatelet
therapy is the key [3] for the prevention and
treatment of thrombosis. Aspirin combined

with clopidogrel is a conventional dual-drug
therapy. However, the efficacy of clopidogrel
varies from person to person. In some patients,
it does not reach the desired results, or even
induces myocardial infarction, stroke and
thrombotic events [4]. Ticagrelor is a novel
reversible P2Y12 receptor antagonist, which
can more rapidly and strongly inhibit platelet
aggregation. Furthermore, it further improves
the prognosis of patients with acute coronary
syndromes (ACS), when compared with clopidogrel [5-7]. Moreover, ticagrelor increases plasma adenosine concentration [8], improves myocardial perfusion and microcirculation [9], and
further improves heart function. The application of ticagrelor has gradually become extensive, but the understanding of its clinical application remains poor. The aim of the present
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Figure 1. Flowchart of selected patients.

study was to assess the efficacy and safety of
ticagrelor in patients who underwent emergency intervention for AMI, and investigate its
impact on left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF), left ventricular end-diastolic dimension
(LVEDD) and platelet aggregation rate.
Subjects and methods
Subjects
A total of 257 AMI patients who were treated
with emergency PCI in the Emergency Department of Hebei General Hospital from September 2015 to January 2017 were consecutively
included in the present study. These patients
were randomly divided into two groups: ticagrelor group (n = 129) and clopidogrel group (n =
128). Patients in both groups all orally took a
loading dose of aspirin (300 mg). After diagnosis, patients in the clopidogrel group took 300
mg of clopidogrel (qd), and subsequently took
75 mg of clopidogrel (qd) for maintenance.
Patients in the ticagrelor group took 180 mg of
ticagrelor (qd), and subsequently took 90 mg of
ticagrelor (bid) for maintenance. All patients
met the Guidelines for the Diagnosis and
Treatment of Acute ST-segment Elevation
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Myocardial Infarction 2015, and met the diagnostic criteria in the Diagnosis and Treatment
Guidelines for Non ST-segment Elevation Acute
Coronary Syndromes 2016. The exclusion criteria are as follows. This study was approved by
the Ethics Committee of our hospital, and met
the ethical requirements.
Research methods
Inclusion criteria: (1) Non STEMI patients should meet at least two of the following criteria;
(1) the electrocardiogram (ECG) presented with
decreased ST segments in ≥ 2 consecutive
leads or ≥ 0.1 mv of transient elevated ST segment; (2) assay results of the myocardial injury
markers (such as Mb or CK-MB, or cTnI or cTnT)
were positive; (3) patients presented with at
least one of the following risk factors: age ≥ 60
years old, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, history of myocardial infarction, ≥
50% vascular stenoses in ≥ 2 branches of the
coronary artery, history of cerebral infarction,
transient ischemic attack (TIA) diagnosed by
the hospital, carotid canal presented with ≥
50% stenosis, history of revascularization of
cerebral blood vessels, peripheral arterial disease, and chronic renal dysfunction. (2) STEMI
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Table 1. Comparison of clinical data of two groups of patients
Ticagrelor group
Clopidogrel group
(n = 124)
(n = 120)
Male (case %)
98 (79.0)
94 (78.3)
Age (year)
58.976 ± 10.187
61.058 ± 11.600
Acute non ST segment elevation myocardial infarction (case %)
7 (5.6)
5 (4.2)
History of smoking (case %)
78 (62.9)
73 (60.8)
History of hypertension (case %)
64 (51.6)
69 (57.5)
Diabetes (case %)
32 (25.8)
25 (20.8)
Dyslipidemia (case %)
15 (12.1)
15 (12.5)
KillipI-II grade of heart failure (case %)
122 (98.4)
114 (95.0)
EDD (mm)
48.065 ± 4.592
48.474 ± 4.639
LVEF (%)
56.075 ± 7.851
55.846 ± 9.195
BNP (pg/ml)
877.028 ± 778.882 864.289 ± 713.365
Creatinine (umol/l)
84.737 ± 17.084
85.725 ± 16.174
Nitrates
41 (33.1)
38 (31.7)
ARB/ACEI
83 (66.9)
78 (65.0)
β-blockers
109 (87.9)
101 (84.2)
Calcium antagonist
3 (2.4)
4 (3.3)
Statins
116 (93.5)
114 (95.0)
Proton pump inhibitor
61 (49.2)
57 (47.5)
Preoperative TIMI blood flow
Grade 0 of blood flow
95 (77.6)
80 (66.7)
Grade 1-2 of blood flow
14 (11.3)
21 (17.5)
Grade 3 of blood flow
15 (12.1)
19 (15.8)
Postoperative TIMI blood flow
Grade 3 of blood flow
122 (98.4)
119 (99.2)
Item

patients should meet the following criteria: the
ECG presented with elevated ST segments in ≥
2 consecutive leads and ≥ 0.1 mv, or a left bundle branch block was newly detected.
Exclusion criteria: (Figure 1): 1. Patients had
severe heart failure (NYHA III-IV). 2. Patients
had contraindications to aspirin, clopidogrel, or
ticagrelor, or patients had intolerance due to
other causes, such as active bleeding, moderate/severe liver disease, severe kidney disease, or patients changed the drug in midway.
3. Patients had coagulation disorders, or a history of intracranial hemorrhage, or a history of
hemorrhage in the digestive tract in the past six
months, or a history of major surgery in the
past 30 days. 4. Patients had chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, or bronchial asthma.
Administration method: The present study is a
randomized controlled study. After the patients
were diagnosed, and before PCI patients in
the experimental group were given ticagrelor
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P
0.894
0.137
0.593
0.739
0.356
0.359
0.924
0.260
0.490
0.8343
0.930
0.727
0.816
0.750
0.399
0.965
0.626
0.791
0.085
0.167
0.399
1.00

(Brilinta, AstraZeneca), the loading dose at
the first day was 180 mg/times (qd), and the
subsequent dose was 90 mg/times (bid).
Patients in the clopidogrel group orally took
clopidogrel bisulfate tablets (Talcom tablets,
Shenzhen Salubris Pharmaceuticals Co. Ltd.),
the loading dose at the first day was 300 mg/
times (qd), and the subsequent dose was 75
mg/times (qd). Patients in both groups took
aspirin (Bayaspirin Enteric-coated Tablets,
Bayer Health Care), the loading dose at the first
day was 300 mg/times (qd), and the subsequent dose was 100 mg/times (qd). Patients
with contraindications were excluded, and the
included patients were given statins and
β-receptor blockers.
Laboratory assay
The levels of platelet aggregation in the two
groups of patients were detected and recorded
before intervention, and at one week and 30
days after the intervention.
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Table 2. Comparison of the major adverse cardiovascular events in
the two groups [case (%)]
Ticagrelor
Clopidogrel
group (n = 124) group (n = 120)
Recurrent angina pectoris
4 (3.2)
13 (10.8)
Recurrent myocardial infarction
0
3 (2.5)
Stroke
1 (0.8)
4 (3.3)
Heart failure
3 (2.4)
5 (4.2)
Stent thrombosis
0
0
Other thrombus events
1 (0.80)
3 (2.50)
Cardiovascular death
0
2 (1.7)
Total incidence
9 (7.3)
30 (25)
Item (case %)

Note: P < 0.05 has statistical significance.

Detection methods: In these two groups, before
emergency PCI, and at one week and 30 days
after PCI, venous blood was withdrawn from
patients and centrifuged. Then, with 5 μmol/L
of ADP as an inducer, platelet aggregation rate
was measured using the AggRAM platelet
aggregation analysis system (Helena, USA).
Clinical data acquisition
The clinical data of patients in these two groups
were collected and recorded by consulting electronic medical records and physical examination data, which included the gender, age,
smoking history, hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, LVEF, LVEDD, brain natriuretic peptide
(BNP), creatinine, clinical medication and blood
flow classification data before and after PCI.
Follow-up method and observation index
One year after PCI, the two groups of patients
were followed-up by accessing their electronic
medical records and through telephone followup. The patients’ MACEs (including recurrent
angina, recurrent myocardial infarction, stroke,
heart failure, in-stent thrombosis, other thromboembolic events and cardiovascular death)
during the medication period were recorded,
LVEF, LVEDD and drug-related adverse reactions (including bleeding, dyspnea and bradycardia) were checked at one year after PCI, and
the platelet and ADP aggregation rates were
determined at one week and 30 days after PCI.
Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using statistical software
SPSS 21.0. Normally distributed measurement
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P
0.020
0.234
0.347
0.684
0.591
0.463
0.000

data were presented as mean ± standard deviation (x ±
SD), and compared using
independent sample t-test.
Measurement data in nonnormal distribution were presented as the median, and
compared using independent
sample nonparametric U-test.
Count data were compared
using the X2-test. P < 0.05
was considered statistically
significant.
Results

Comparison of clinical data
Differences in baseline data, AMI type and drug
use between these two groups were not statistically significant (Table 1).
Comparison of MACE: These two groups of
patients were followed up for one year. Five
subjects were lost to follow-up in the ticagrelor
group, while eight subjects were lost to followup in the clopidogrel group. Within one year
after PCI, in the ticagrelor group, four patients
had recurrent angina pectoris, no patient had
myocardial infarction, one patient had stroke,
three patients had heart failure, one patient
had other thrombus and no cardiovascular
deaths occurred. In the clopidogrel group, thirteen patients had recurrent angina pectoris,
three patients had myocardial infarction, four
patients had stroke, five patients had heart failure, three patients had other thrombus and two
cardiovascular deaths occurred. In both groups,
no patient had in-stent thrombosis. The incidence of recurrent angina pectoris was lower in
the ticagrelor group than in the clopidogrel
group, and the difference was statistically significant (P < 0.05, Table 2).
Comparison of changes in LVEF and LVEDD between the two groups before and at one year
after the intervention
At one year after the intervention, the level of
LVEF was higher in the ticagrelor group than in
the clopidogrel group. In both groups, the levels
of LVEF were higher at one year after the intervention, compared to levels before the intervention, and the differences before and after
the intervention were statistically significant (P
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Table 3. Comparison of the changes of the two groups of LVEF and LVEDD
Group
Ticagrelor group
Clopidogrel group

LVEF (%)
1 years after
Preoperative
P
the operation
56.075 ± 7.851 59.3011 ± 8.145 0.000
55.846 ± 9.195 56.846 ± 10.684 0.379

LVEDD (mm)
1 years after
Preoperative
the operation
48.065 ± 4.592 47.194 ± 3.187
48.474 ± 4.639 49.513 ± 5.014

P
0.016
0.063

ed as minor bleeding events
such as gingival bleeding and
epistaxis. The incidence of miTicagrelor
group Clopidogrel
group
_
_
Item
P
nor bleeding events was higher
( X ± s)
( X ± s)
in the ticagrelor group than in
Preoperative
73.909 ± 12.381 76.573 ± 12.145 0.704
the clopidogrel group, and the
1 weeks after operation 40.410 ± 18.024 45.7308 ± 14.742 0.386
difference was statistically sig30 days after operation 29.368 ± 15.263 46.342 ± 21.956 0.003
nificant. These minor bleeding
events could be stopped when
the corresponding treatment
Table 5. Comparison of the safety of the two groups of drugs
was given, and no drug with[case (%)]
drawal caused by minor bleedTicagrelor
Clopidogrel
Item
P
ing occurred. The total incidence
group (case)
group (case)
of adverse events after drug use
Hemorrhagic event
14 (11.0)
4 (3.3)
0.020
was higher in the ticagrelor
Dyspnea
3 (2.4)
0
0.257
group than in the clopidogrel
Bradycardia
1 (0.8)
0
1.000
group, and the difference beTotal incidence
18 (14.5)
4 (3.3)
0.002
tween these two groups was
statistically significant. However,
< 0.05). The difference in the level of LVEDD
no drug withdrawal caused by adverse events
occurred (Table 5).
before and after intervention in the ticagrelor
group was statistically significant (P < 0.05).
Discussion
However, the difference in the level of LVEDD
Table 4. Determination of platelet aggregation rate of antiplatelet ADP in two groups

before and after intervention in the clopidogrel
group was not statistically significant (Table 3).
Comparison of platelet aggregation rates between the two groups

The platelet aggregation rates at one week and
30 days after the intervention in the ticagrelor
and clopidogrel groups were lower than those
before the intervention, the decrease was more
obvious in the ticagrelor group than in the clopidogrel group, and the inhibition effect remained
strong in the ticagrelor group after 30 days (P <
0.05). Its strong effect of anti platelet aggregation could be maintained when the medication
was continued (Table 4).
Comparison of drug safety between the two
groups
In these two groups, no massive hemorrhage
event occurred, and bleeding events manifest-
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The standardized treatment of AMI, the shortening of occlusion time in infarct-related artery
(IRA), early diagnosis and early reperfusion
therapy have become the key links of AMI treatment. Furthermore, emergency PCI can be
more effective in recanalizing blood vessels,
which improves the success rate of rescue of
AMI patients, reduces the mortality, and benefits the majority of patients [2]. A recent study
has emphasized that after STEMI patients were
treated with reperfusion therapy, PCI, modern
antithrombotic therapy and secondary prevention, the rates of acute and long-term mortality
decreased [10]. Furthermore, the application of
aspirin and P2Y12 receptor inhibitors achieves
sufficient platelet inhibition, and ensures the
safe and effective operation of PCI. Antiplatelet
drug therapy is the basis for the management
of patients with myocardial infarction. Aspirin
combined with clopidogrel is used as a conventional dual antiplatelet drug therapy (DAPT). For
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patients receiving thrombolytic therapy and
subsequent PCI treatment, it is recommended
to provide DAPT for 12 months. Clopidogrel has
been used as a P2Y12 inhibitor in combination
treatments and post-fibrinolysis treatments
[11]. Two studies have revealed that in patients
treated with DAPT for more than 12 months,
the incidence of non-fatal ischemic events was
reduced [12, 13]. Clopidogrel, which is an irreversible P2Y12 inhibitor, has been widely used
in coronary artery disease, including AMI. However, people remain concerned about its genetic susceptibility and delayed antiplatelet effect
[14]. In the clopidogrel metabolic pathway, the
CYP2C19 gene is of great significance [15]. The
dysfunctional CYP2C19 allele may cause a decrease in the production of effective metabolites of clopidogrel, which impairs the antiplatelet effect and increases the risk of recurrent
ischemic events [16]. A study revealed that 540% of patients had a partial response or no
response to clopidogrel, which was defined as
“clopidogrel resistance” [17]. Directing at the
resistance to clopidogrel, guidelines have pointed out that the first choice is to increase the
dose of clopidogrel. The results of the CURRENT OASIS 7 trials revealed that a double dose
of clopidogrel could significantly reduce the
incidence of major endpoint events, compared
with a standard dose. In addition, it could significantly reduce in-stent thrombosis. However,
another study revealed that the benefit of increasing the dose was not obvious. Therefore,
merely doubling the maintenance dose of clopidogrel may be not enough. The second choice
is to replace clopidogrel by other antiplatelet
drugs, such as ticagrelor and prasugrel. The
overall efficacy of both was superior to clopidogrel [18]. The genetic subgroup analysis in the
Platelet Inhibition and Patient Outcomes (PLATO) trial revealed that regardless of whether
the patient carried the CYP2C19 allele with
function deletion, the curative effect of ticagrelor was better than that of clopidogrel in treating ACS [19]. This promotes the application of
ticagrelor, which is a CYP2Y12 receptor antagonist.
Ticagrelor is a member of the chemical taxonomy of cyclopentyl-triazole-pyrimidine (CPTP),
which is an adenosine diphosphate (ADP) receptor antagonist. It selectively binds with the
P2Y12ADP receptor [20-22]. Although ticagrelor has a mechanism similar to clopidogrel, tica-
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grelor exhibits a significant advantage of reversible binding with the P2Y12 ADP receptor.
Therefore, once the effect of the drug terminates, the platelet reaction can be recovered,
and platelet function is not affected. Hence,
the long-term use of ticagrelor does not increase the risk of thrombosis [23]. In addition,
ticagrelor can directly work without activation
by liver metabolism, and rapidly produce its
main circulating metabolite AR-C124910XX.
Itself and its metabolite can reversibly bind
with the platelet P2Y12ADP receptor and take
the role.
The PLATO trial pointed out that in ACS patients, the application of ticagrelor significantly
decreased the mortality of cardiovascular disease, myocardial infarction, or stroke, when
compared with clopidogrel. Without significantly increasing the bleeding rate, ticagrelor fully
plays a beneficial role. In ACS patients with or
without STEMI, it could be observed that the
benefits of ticagrelor were superior to clopidogrel [7]. In a double-blinded, multicenter, eventdriven clinical trial [7], 18,624 ACS patients
were enrolled and randomly divided into two
groups: ticagrelor group and clopidogrel group.
Patients in the ticagrelor group received a loading dose of 180 mg of ticagrelor, and subsequently received 90 mg (bid) of ticagrelor for
maintenance. Patients in the clopidogrel group
received a loading dose of 300-600 mg of clopidogrel, and subsequently received 75 mg (qd)
of clopidogrel for maintenance. After 12 months
of follow-up, with cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction and stroke as the main endpoint
events, the incidence was significantly lower in
the ticagrelor group than in the clopidogrel
group (P < 0.001). Varenhorst et al. revealed
that [24] ticagrelor could not only inhibit platelets, but also prevent vascular endothelium
and cardiomyocyte damage caused by platelet
aggregation, playing an indirect role in the
repair of blood vessels and the protection of
the myocardium. Since the precondition for
myocardial survival is good myocardial perfusion, the increase in the number of surviving
myocardial cells inhibits the left ventricular
reconfiguration and influences the function of
the whole heart. Therefore, at 24 hours after
the operation, in the ticagrelor group, the level
of LVEF significantly increased and the level of
LVEDD significantly decreased. These results
verified again that good myocardial perfusion
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and the recovery of normal blood flow after the
use of ticagrelor inhibit left ventricular reconfiguration after infarction to a certain extent,
accordingly improve the prognosis of patients
[25], and has an indirect protective effect in
improving the systolic and diastolic function of
the heart, thereby improving long-term cardiac
function. In the present study, after one year of
follow-up, it was found that the incidence of
adverse cardiovascular events was lower in the
ticagrelor group than in the clopidogrel group.
For anti platelet aggregation, the inhibitory
effect on platelet aggregation was more obvious in the ticagrelor group than in the clopidogrel group, and its benefit of inhibiting platelet
aggregation can be continuously maintained
during the drug use period. The Houyi trial,
which involved Chinese ACS patients, revealed
that ticagrelor significantly increased the inhibition of platelet aggregation (IPA) at 0.5, 2, 8
and 24 hours and at six weeks after intervention, when compared with clopidogrel. In the
ticagrelor group, IPA at two hours after intervention was 4.9 times (48.2% vs. 9.8%) of that
in the clopidogrel group. Furthermore, the proportion of patients with a number of 24-hour
P2Y12 reaction units (PRU) of < 240 was 100%
in the ticagrelor group and 75.9% in the clopidogrel group [6]. The results of the present
study were basically consistent with the results
of the Houyi trial, where ticagrelor had a stronger inhibition effect on platelet aggregation,
compared with clopidogrel. For the improvement of LVEF and LVEDD, the results of the
present study were consistent with those
reported in a literature [25], which all proved
that ticagrelor was more effective in improving
LVEF and LVEDD, compared with clopidogrel.
However, the present study focused more on
the comparison of these two indicators at one
year after the intervention, in which the recovery level was more significantly improved in the
ticagrelor group than in the clopidogrel group.
The Chinese Expert Consensus Statement on
the Clinical Use of Ticagrelor points out that [8]
when bleeding occurs, proper supportive treatment measures should be taken. In particular,
attention should be given to local hemostasis
after determining the cause of bleeding and
controlling the bleeding, and ticagrelor can be
reused. Dyspnea is a common adverse reaction to ticagrelor, which may be correlated to
the increase in plasma adenosine concentra-
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tion. A Chinese study revealed that the incidence of dyspnea was higher in the ticagrelor
group than in the clopidogrel group, which
mostly occurred within one month after the
administration of the drug. These were mostly
were mild, mostly complicated with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, to which patients could tolerate, and no drug withdrawal
occurred [26]. According to the results of the
present study, the monitoring of medicine safety in these two groups revealed that minor
bleeding events and dyspnea occurred in both
groups, and the difference in minor bleeding
events between the two groups was statistically significant. The risk was higher in the
ticagrelor group than in the clopidogrel group.
Furthermore, the difference in the total incidence between these two groups was statistically significant, but no drug withdrawal or medication change caused by adverse reactions
was observed.
In summary, the present study revealed that
compared with the clopidogrel, the incidence of
MACE was more significantly decreased when
ticagrelor was given to AMI patients who underwent emergency PCI, and the application of
ticagrelor had advantages of improving the
recovery levels of LVEF, LVEDD and platelet inhibition. For drug safety, the incidence of minor
bleeding events was higher in the ticagrelor
group than in the clopidogrel group, and the
incidence of overall adverse events was higher
in the ticagrelor group than in the clopidogrel
group. However, no drug withdrawal or medication change caused by adverse reactions was
observed. Attention should be given to these
adverse reactions. Overall, for AMI patients
treated with emergency PCI, ticagrelor has a
relatively satisfactory clinical efficacy and relative safety, when compared to clopidogrel.
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